
F10 Floorstands

White Flipchart-Style Floor Stand
VFM-F10/WH / SAP: 5252503

Portable flipchart-style floor stand
For 50-65″ Displays up to 45 kg
(subject to VESA pattern and weight limit)
Rotates portrait to landscape
UL1678 Approved
Large 4″ wheels
Colour-Matched to Samsung Flip
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Floorstand

Does Vision have any floor stands for Hub 2?

Yes! The VFM-F10 was designed for Hub 2 compatibility.

Does the standard VFM-F10 fit Hub2?

Yes! Hub2 uses a 350 x 350 pattern which the universal mount on the F10 fits.

 

Does it rotate?

Yes. The universal VESA mount rotates. The rotating mechanism can be 

removed.

Does it tilt?

Not as standard, but the VESA arms can be replaced with arms from Vision’s 

VFM-W4X4T to make it tilt if necessary.  

As standard, this floor stand holds the display at a 7 degree angle. That is 

more upright than the 12 degrees of the Steelcase stand. We think 7 degrees 

is better to cut glare.

Does it have cable management?

Yes. Cables can be concealed all the way down the legs, and hold the cables 

so they don’t get in the way of the wheels as you move the stand.

Can the APC battery fix to this floor stand?

We’re working on an adaptor to support this. ETA early 2020.

Is the shelf detachable?

Yes. If the user doesn’t want it just leave it off.

Does Vision have a wall mount for Hub 2?

Yes. VFM-W4X4. It’s the same universal mount that comes on the F10 as 

standard.
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F20/25 Floorstands

Height-Adjustable Display Cart 45kg
VFM-F20 / SAP: 4818836

Portable floorstand for displays up to 45 kg (99.2 lbs)
Fits displays with VESA sizes up to 600 x 400 mm
For 31-70″ Displays subject to VESA pattern and weight limit
Display rotates through 90°
Height adjustable 400mm (15.7") by crank hand
Large 4″ wheels
Shelves included

vav.link/vfm-f20

Height-Adjustable Display Cart 80kg
VFM-F25 / SAP: 4818528

Portable floorstand for displays up to 80 kg (176 lb)
Fits displays with VESA sizes up to 1000 x 600 mm
For 60-100″ Displays
(subject to VESA pattern and weight limit)
Height adjustable 400mm (15.7") by crank hand
Large 4″ wheels
Shelves included
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F40 Floorstands

Heavy Duty Motorised Floor Stand
VFM-F40 / SAP: 5062731

Lifts up to 130 kg
700 mm height adjustment
Fast linear-drive motor
Comes 95% assembled
Sturdy fixed column design

Heavy Duty Flat-Panel Wall Mount 800×600
VFM-W8X6 / SAP: 4934295
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VFM-F40 Frame and Motor Assembly
VFM-F40FRAME / SAP: 4981411
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F50/F51 Floorstands

F50 Motorised Flat Panel Floor Stand
VFM-F50 / SAP: 6369811

Heavy-duty floor stand
Fixes to wall, transfers load to floor
For flat panels up to 100"
800 mm (31.5″) height adjustment, motorised
Control by wired controller or RS-232

vav.link/vfm-f50

F50T Motorised Trolley Floor stand
VFM-F50T / SAP: 6369810

Portable heavy-duty mobile cart
For flat panels up to 100"
800 mm (31.5″) height adjustment, motorised
Control by wired controller or RS-232
Angle brackets for optional kiosk-style installation
Removable wheels for non-portable variation
Removable rear legs to lean against walls

vav.link/vfm-f50t

F51 Flat Panel Floor Stand
VFM-F51 / SAP: 6369808

Heavy-duty floor stand
Fixes to wall, transfers load to floor
Supports up to 95 kg (209 lb)
800 mm / 31.5" height adjustment, non-motorised
[Note: once installed the height cannot be adjusted]
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F50/F51 Floorstands

F51T Flat Panel Trolley
VFM-F51T / SAP: 6369807

Portable heavy-duty mobile cart
For large-format flat panels 47-100"
800 mm / 31.5" height adjustment, non-motorised
[Note: once installed the height cannot be adjusted]
Angle brackets for optional kiosk-style installation
Removable wheels for non-portable variation
Removable rear legs to lean against walls
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